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Probing the Mystery of Human Behavior

A New 
Research 
Initiative
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Many challenges to human well-being—global warming, the spread of
HIV-AIDS, terrorism—are social in nature. So, too, are many opportu-
nities for enhanced well-being—alleviation of global poverty, extend-
ing opportunities for learning, increasing tolerance of racial and other
diversity. Understanding these challenges and addressing them
requires knowledge, not only of the workings of the physical world, but
also of how people act and how individual behaviors interact to pro-
duce outcomes for society as a whole. The physical sciences have
made immense contributions to human betterment. By contrast, the
contribution of the behavioral sciences appears modest, and inade-
quate to the contemporary challenges.

All decisions are
collective
decisions even
when they seem
to be individual
decisions.
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Recent intellectual developments
have created both the environment
and the tools necessary to address
a number of foundational weak-
nesses of the behavioral sciences.
From these developments arose
the SFI Founding Workshop:
Research Priorities in the Behav-
ioral Sciences, in August 2003. At
the Santa Fe campus some of the
world’s top researchers in biology,
physics, anthropology, economics,
neuroscience, psychology, sociolo-
gy, and archeology convened to
discuss the outlines of the new
initiative. It’s supported by an
endowment given to the Institute
by George Cowan, one of SFI’s
founding fathers, and coordinated
by Samuel Bowles, SFI Arthur
Spiegel-Endowed Research
Professor. 

The group faces a tough challenge,
said Bowles during opening
remarks. He stressed that the work
that comes out of this initiative—
even the most abstract theory—
eventually needs to be useful to the
world. Bowles said that the
program will draw on past contri-
butions of the SFI research
community—especially the model-
ing of evolutionary processes,
agent-based computer simula-
tions, and non-linear dynamical
systems—and extend those meth-
ods into some novel areas. “Until
recently, mathematical approach-
es in the social sciences have been
heavily influenced by an overly

simple and empirically untenable
economic model that has held
sway since the middle of the last
century,” said Bowles, an econo-
mist by training. “Worse still, disci-
plines were walled off from one
another. SFI is uniquely placed to
contribute to improvements in this
area.” 

During the workshop, each of the
35 participating scientists gave a
brief capsule of his or her research
and visions for the future of the
behavioral sciences, followed by
discussion. Below is a sampling of
a few of the talks.

A Brain Tug-of-War: The
Neuroscience of Social
Emotions

Joshua Greene, of Princeton
University’s Center for the Study of
Brain, Mind, and Behavior,
discussed his work applying neuro-
science to study decision making.
Greene examines the brain to
determine what parts of it are
active when subjects are making
personal versus impersonal moral
judgments. With the use of func-
tional neuroimaging technology, he
tracks the cerebral blood flow of
people as they take actions in the
face of hypothetical moral dilem-
mas. Among his many findings are
that distinct parts of the brain are
active when subjects make deci-
sions using their emotional versus

I n  f a c t ,  m u c h  i n - g r o u p  c o o p e r a t i o n  i s
b a s e d  n o t  o n  i l l  w i l l  t o w a r d  o u t s i d e r s ,
b u t  o n  e x p e c t a t i o n s  o f  r e c i p r o c i t y  f r o m
f e l l o w  g r o u p  m e m b e r s
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cognitive faculties. “There’s a tug-
of-war between the different brain
systems and different responses,”
said Greene. He’s even able to map
the emotional backlash that
occurs after subjects make cogni-
tive decisions, scientifically
pinpointing specific emotions
such as regret. 

Still, he said, there’s much to learn.
“The business of predicting inter-
esting behavior from neural activi-
ty is barely explored.” He added
that this is because there aren’t
many circuit-level models of high-
level brain function. “We know how
neurons work, how neurons can, in
principle, carry out complex
computation, but we know very
little about how the brain’s actual
neurons work together to carry out
the brain’s most interesting busi-
ness,” he said. 

Emory University’s James Rilling,
an anthropologist, uses functional
neuroimaging to explore the
neural basis of human social
emotions among subjects in
experimental games such as the
Ultimatum and the Prisoner’s
Dilemma games. These games are
simple enough that they can be
implemented within the confines
of the fMRI scanner, but yet rich
enough to provoke many of the
emotions all of us experience in
our everyday lives. Through the
process he and his colleagues
have been able to map the brain’s
response to being treated fairly
and unfairly. One of the findings
shows that blood flow increases to
the anterior insula cortex when
players are mistreated. This region
has been implicated in negative
emotional states such as anger
and disgust and may even relate to
a form of moral disgust in this situ-
ation. He said that defining such

intricacies within the brain could
lead to deeper understandings. 

“Our understanding of human
brain function can be enhanced by
a consideration of the process
responsible for designing our
brains, that is, by an approach that
is informed by evolutionary theo-
ry,” he said. In this vein, he sees a
promising research direction in
probing the neural basis of those
aspects of human behavior that
have been under strong evolution-
ary selective pressure. “We should
focus on psychological solutions
to perpetual problems that
impacted the ability of our ances-
tors to survive and reproduce, or to
promote the survival and repro-
duction of their genetic relatives,”
he added. 

The workshop provided a launch
pad for further interaction
between Rilling, Greene, and
others studying brain functioning
and ongoing research at SFI. They
will explore the evolution of social
emotions and other motivations
supporting civic-minded behaviors
observed both in real, contempo-
rary life, and in behavioral experi-
ments conducted among today’s
hunter-gatherers and simple horti-
culturalists.

Choosing Allegiances:
Race, Ethnicity, and
Nations

Psychologist Toshio Yamagishi,
from Japan’s Hokkaido University,
brought important findings explor-
ing in-group and out-group behav-
ior. Previous experimental findings
on inter- and intra-group behavior
have been interpreted to show
that, as he stated, “We discrimi-
nate based on categorizing

because our brain has a system of
processing information based on
categorization.” But, surprisingly,
this doesn’t always happen. In
fact, much in-group cooperation is
based not on ill will toward
outsiders, but on expectations of
reciprocity from fellow group
members. When this is precluded
by the structure of the experiment,
Yamagishi finds that people often
act fairly toward out-groups even
when they hold a low opinion of
them. Thus stereotyping need not
lead to one group taking advan-
tage of another. His findings are
consistent with the view that most
of in-group-favoring behavior is a
byproduct of an evolutionary-
founded psychological mecha-
nism to promote mutual coopera-
tion within groups.

UCLA anthropologist Robert Boyd
interpreted in-group and out-
group relationships drawing both
on ethnographic material and on
mathematical models of cultural
and genetic evolution. He argues
that “primordial groups are not
really primordial.” In fact, he said,
throughout history people have
traveled across ethnic boundaries
and chosen their allegiances
depending on political and
economic exigencies. However,
people do attend to symbolic
markers such as language, ideolo-
gy, and shared history, and these
factors affect which groups are
able to elicit cooperation, a fact
apparent today in such groups as
business firms, army regiments,
and academic disciplines. Gaining
a deeper understanding of those
group workings could aid in our
understanding of the factors
contributing to such conditions as
racial tensions and high levels of
group performance.
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Haves & Have-Nots:
Stratification, Domi-
nance, and Inequality 

Christopher Boehm, an anthropol-
ogist and primatologist at the
University of Southern California,
explores the causes of hierarchy
among humans and other
primates. He explained that
hunter-gatherer cultures have hier-
archical tendencies, but they can
and often do alter the system to
create egalitarian societies.
Human hunter-gatherers, like
chimps and other primates,
learned how subordinates can
band together to limit the power of
the alphas. We see modern-day
manifestations of these tenden-
cies in a system such as a democ-
racy and in a policy such as
progressive taxation. Further,
Boehm presented what he calls
“genetic building blocks of hierar-
chical behavior,” which include
benefits for both dominant and
submissive actors. “Domination
gets you stuff,” he said, “while
submission keeps you from
getting hurt.” Another human
reaction to existing in dominance
hierarchies is a tendency of subor-
dinates to resent being dominated.
It is for this reason that subordi-
nate coalitions are formed to
damp the power of alphas.

Polly Wiessner, from the Universi-
ty of Utah, also shed light on the
discussion of hierarchy. First she
presented studies of !Kung or
Ju/’hoansi Bushmen of Namibia
and Botswana. These Bushmen
are hunter-gatherers who are
strictly egalitarian and who have
formed informal and formal means
of risk sharing. Their egalitarian
system demands both equality of
opportunity and equality of
outcome. The former means equal

access to resources, goods, and
status and the latter means equal
attained status for all adults.
Through working with them for
three decades, Wiessner found
that today their egalitarian system
still has benefits in promoting
cooperation. 

By contrast, two decades of stud-
ies among the Enga of Papua New
Guinea have shown a different
outcome. Over a period of some
240 years, the Enga began the
transition from an egalitarian
system to a hierarchical one. What
sparked the transition was the
introduction of the sweet potato
along local trade routes. This
allowed for a substantial surplus
production for the first time in
Enga history. Thus competition
fueled the system and allowed
some hierarchy to emerge.
Comparing the Enga history to the
African Bushmen, Wiessner
noted, “If the Bushman allowed for
inequality of outcome, their situa-
tion might be quite different
today.”

Exploring the intricacies of hierar-
chical systems, UCLA’s Jim Sida-
nius, a psychologist, traces how
race and gender interact as caus-
es of inequality in the contempo-
rary U.S. One study traced the
returns in hourly earnings for addi-
tional years of school completed
for whites and blacks. One of his
many findings showed that white
males made more money the more
education they received, whereas
the return for black males with
more education was substantially
less. However, these differences
didn’t exist between white and
black women. The findings
stressed the importance of study-
ing race and sex differences in
economic success jointly rather

than separately. Sidanius conclud-
ed that there are numerous
reasons for the persistence of
inequality. “It’s important to under-
stand the many levels of concerns
that cause such inequalities.”

Predictions through
Modeling: Empirical
Applications of
Complexity Science

SFI Distinguished Research
Professor Geoffrey West, who is
also at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, discussed scaling
laws and social organization. He
and a research team have found
that in spite of its extraordinary
complexity and diversity, many of
the most fundamental and
complex phenomena in biology
scale with size in a surprisingly
simple fashion. The work is based
on the fundamental observation
that, as he said, “Regardless of
size, almost all life is sustained,
and ultimately constrained, by
space-filling, fractal-like hierarchi-
cal branching networks, which are
optimized by the forces of natural
selection.” He explained further
that the scope of the theory comes
over 30 orders of magnitude, rang-
ing from molecular and intra-cellu-
lar levels up through the smallest
unicellular organisms to the
largest animals and plants to
ecosystems.

West and his team are applying
these notions to social organiza-
tions. They’re working to formulate
a general quantitative theory of
such networks based on a set of
universal principles. The work
addresses many problems. One
main one is defining what a social
organization is and how informa-
tion flows within it. Another is
coming up with appropriate scal-
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ing laws for social organizations.
Yet another is determining what
constraints must be satisfied by
the architecture of the structures
that channel social flows of infor-
mation, matter, and energy. And
finally, finding out what kinds of
historical processes might result in
anything like efficiency maximiza-
tion for the social structures that
regulate the flow of information,
matter, and energy, and how these
processes might be modeled.

SFI McKinsey Research Professor
J. Doyne Farmer, another member
of the resident faculty at SFI,
presented work in which he and a
research team use financial
markets as a highly constrained
environment to probe human
behavior. The group borrowed
ideas from statistical physics to
model the “continuous double
auction,” which is the most widely
used exchange mechanism in
financial markets. In the auction
people place orders to buy or sell;
transactions happen when the
buying prices are higher than the
selling prices. Mainstream studies
have focused primarily on the
behavior of the agents, who are
generally assumed to be highly
rational. Farmer’s group is taking
the opposite approach.

“We make an extremely simple
agent model—so simple we just
assume that the agent’s behavior is
completely random,” he said. “The
great advantage of this is that it
allows us to make a more realistic
model of the real market institu-
tion, and to treat its dynamics in a
realistic way. Although the institu-
tion of the continuous double
auction might seem like a simple
thing, its consequences are
surprisingly profound and subtle.”
The random agent model allows

Farmer and his team to flesh out
what is really essential about the
institution. “What’s really surpris-
ing is that this results in very good
predictions for real markets,” said
Farmer. “It seems that at least in
many respects, the market institu-
tion is more important than the
agent behavior.”

Participants at the workshop point-
ed out that the zero intelligence
random agent model inverts the
usual approach in economics,
which pays scant attention to insti-
tutional details, but endows indi-
viduals with elaborate cognitive
abilities. 

Networks and Social
Interaction

In his discussion on networks and
collective behavior, Duncan Watts,
a physicist turned sociologist from
Columbia University, showed how
individual and institutional behav-
ior relate to each other. He
discussed two classes of collective
behavior: problem solving and
decision making. In the first, the
collective has to solve a problem.
As an example, he gave New York
City, where there’s an administra-
tive body, firms, groups, and thou-
sands of organizations that
manage to operate in a relatively
effective way solving the problem
of keeping the city functioning. 

In collective decision making, each
individual is either cooperating or
defecting by making choices.
These might include deciding
whether or not to vote, or which car
to buy. “Individuals think they’re
making decisions themselves, but
when you look at the aggregate,
you see the regularities,” he said.
“All decisions are collective deci-

“Domination
gets you
stuff, while
submission
keeps you
from getting
hurt.”
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sions even when they seem to be
individual decisions.” Understand-
ing both of these processes could
help in determining how networks
function and thus could help stop
failures within systems, such as
the August 2003 East Coast black-
out that occurred at the time of the
founding workshop. 

Martina Morris, a statistician and
sociologist from University of
Washington, presented eye-open-
ing research on partnership
networks and HIV. Her work
explores the prevalence of HIV,
helping to explain what drives
global variation in the disease’s
transmission. Most studies have
assumed number of partners as
the determining factor in trans-
mission. And, indeed, it is a factor,
but Morris’ analysis of data from
Uganda and Thailand shows the
situation is more complex than
that.

Exploring core group dynamics
using agent-based simulations
and network theory, she found that
concurrency is crucial to the rate
of disease spread. In Uganda
there’s a high rate of concurrency,
meaning many people have more
than one sexual partner at the
same time, and the overlap
between the two partners is typi-
cally quite long—on the order of
one to three years. In countries
such as the U.S., concurrency is
much less common, and in Thai-
land, though concurrency is also
common, the duration of the over-
lap between the two partners is
very short—typically one night. In
fact, the disease spread is less in
Thailand than in Uganda mainly
because rather than having many
partners, men tend to go to prosti-
tutes for extra-marital sex. The
difference between the two

scenarios (Uganda and Thailand)
was the duration of the overlap in
partnerships. 

Such research has direct implica-
tions for policy makers combating
HIV, she said. First, a goal would
be for people to not simply have
fewer partners, but to have them
one at a time. She also said, in
order to delve further, data collec-
tion needs refining. As well, the
findings show that new methods of
analysis are effective. “It’s not just
the number of partners, nor the
level of concurrency, but the
detailed timing and sequence,”
she said. This is what makes simu-
lation methods so important, as
they are the only methods that
make it possible to investigate this
kind of detailed network dynamic.

Good Ideas that Catch On 
and Make a Difference

During the workshop, five informal working groups formed to consid-
er further collaboration, covering the following topics: Emotion, Cogni-
tion, and Behavior; the Robustness Variation of Sex Differences; Insid-
ers, Outsiders, and Group Boundaries; Inequality as an Emergent
Property of Social Interactions; and Institutional Innovation and
Persistence. Further, since the close of the Workshop, three events
have been arranged. One during the fall of 2003 was convened by SFI
External Faculty members Peter Hammerstein and Hillard Kaplan,
along with SFI Research Professor Elisabeth Wood. The workshop
held at the Institute for Theoretical Biology at Humboldt University in
Berlin explored sex role differences in humans and other animals.
Another in February 2004 at SFI will be convened by SFI External Facul-
ty members Herbert Gintis and Ernst Fehr along with Joshua Greene
to examine the neuroscience of social emotions. A working group of
primatologists, economists, anthropologists, and others will meet in
July 2004, also at SFI, to discuss inequality as an emergent property of
social interactions.

Bowles concluded the workshop by urging the scientists onward to
create very tangible results. “It isn’t just having a good idea that
counts,” he said. “It’s coming up with good science that catches on
and makes a difference.”


